
 
Week 3 :: Mind :: Reading 
 the wise lay up knowledge 

Proverbs 18:15: “An intelligent heart acquires knowledge, and the ear of the wise seeks knowledge.” 

Purpose: 

Brain Dump 
 On a separate sheet of paper, brain dump your responses to the following prompts: 

• How much time do you currently spend reading? When does it happen? How much time do 
you spend in front of a screen (not reading a book)? Is that a satisfying ratio?  

• What topics interest you? Do you have a genre or booklist for relaxing reading as well as 
mind-strengthening reading? What are the next 5-8 books you’d like to read?   

• Where in your day does reading fit? Can it be paired with other activities or times?  
• Do you count school reading? Do you count audiobooks? If not, why not? 

Baby Steps 

  

Building Blocks 
Could you replace the habit of checking your phone from boredom with opening an ebook 
instead, even once a day? Choose a compelling ebook option. Do you have a friend with whom 
you can talk about your reading? It doesn’t have to be official accountability to be motivating: 
commit to talking about what you’re reading with a friend once a week and you’ll need to have 
read in order to keep up your end of the conversation. 

Choose 1 book to read slowly. A devotional, Psalms, poetry, or a classic novel are 
good options.

Choose your cue for a 3-5 minute reading. For the first week, set a timer.

Give your book a convenient home and read in the same place at the same time.
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     Week 3 :: Mind :: Reading 
     Habit Checklists 

Tiny Action Plan   
 Trigger After I                 
 Action then I will  
 Craving because I want 

Recognize the Reward: 
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Prayer Habit:

Movement Habit: ���
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